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Abstract. Facing the Cloud Computing paradigm and the role of virtualization, the management of virtual machine images is becoming increasingly important. Images are delivered by Infrastructure-as-a-Service
frameworks to hypervisors that create virtual machines based on them.
Most infrastructure frameworks save images in a storage system that
serves as image repository. However, problems arise when managing environments with different cloud infrastructures, as their image repositories
are tied to their own requirements. This article presents and evaluates
an image server comprised in VISOR, a cloud agnostic virtual machine
images management service.
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Introduction

Cloud Computing has allowed us to access a wide range of machines as virtual machine (VM) instances. Since virtualization is the foundation of cloud
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), the management of large amounts of VM images can become an exponential bottleneck. Although most IaaS frameworks
provide an image repository service to manage VM images, such services are
tied to the IaaS requirements and implementation details. This leads to integration and interoperability issues when managing multiple heterogeneous IaaS.
Currently there are many IaaS offers, among which we highlight Amazon
Web Services (AWS) [1], Eucalyptus [8], Nimbus [2] and OpenStack [3]. Among
these, only OpenStack isolates the image management functionalities in an image service, called Glance. In AWS, images are stored in the Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3). Eucalyptus provides the Walrus storage service, in which
VM images are stored. Nimbus uses its own storage system called Cumulus [4] to
store VM images, which can also rely on the Apache Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) [11] as the backend filesystem. OpenStack (through Glance) stores
images in its distributed storage system called Swift, Amazon S3 or on a local
filesystem. There is also the FutureGrid (FG) platform [7], an interesting proprietary test-bed for scientific projects. FG integrates an image service (FGIR)
in its architecture, in order to manage VM images across different internally
supported IaaSs, used to deploy cloud test-beds in the FG platform.

Unlike existing solutions, VISOR is not intended to fit in a specific IaaS
framework (as Glance) but rather to overreach interoperability limitations across
different IaaSs and storage systems. It is also not a proprietary service (as FGIR)
but rather an open source project (http://www.cvisor.org). It aims to provide a flexible metadata schema, multiple data communication formats, high
modularity, performance and compatibility with multiple IaaS storage systems.
We have targeted a set of IaaS and their storage systems, but given the system
modularity, it is possible to easily extend it with other systems compatibility.
VISOR is implemented as a set of distributed Web services that we call
”subsystems”. The three main subsystems are the VISOR Meta System (VMS),
VISOR Auth System (VAS) and VISOR Image System (VIS). VMS is responsible for managing image metadata, which is a set of attributes describing a VM
image. The VAS is responsible for managing users accounts. Finally, VIS is the
service main subsystem and clients’ front-end. It communicates with VMS and
VAS in order to manage image metadata and authenticate requests, respectively.
It is also responsible for transferring images between clients and backend IaaS
storage systems. VMS and its metadata schema were already described in a previous paper [10]. The description of VAS is out of the scope of this paper, in
which we will focus on the description of the VIS.
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VISOR Image System

The VIS architecture is represented in Figure 1. VIS comprises three main layers:
client interfaces, server application and the storage backend abstraction. Besides
the VIS internals, there are also the configuration and log files. VIS loads its
settings from a configuration file, which users should customize. This file includes
configuration parameters for the server application (i.e. host and port address to
bind the server, log file to use, log level) and for the compatible storage backends
(e.g. user’s access credentials, host address, bucket to store images in).
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Fig. 1. VISOR Image System layered architecture.

2.1

Client Interfaces

In VISOR there are four distinct types of clients: users, developers, external services and administrators. Users interact with VIS through the provided client
command-line interface (CLI). Developers are those interacting with VIS through
its programming Application Programming Interface (API). External services
directly interact with VIS through its HTTP Representational State Transfer (REST) [5] interface. Administrators can use the administration CLI to manage the VIS server status (i.e. start, stop, restart).
2.2

Server Application

VIS supports multiple data communication formats trough content negotiation
with seamless responses encoding, both for metadata and error messages. This
process is done through the content negotiation middleware. It negotiates and
encodes the service responses based on the HTTP request Accept header. By
now, the service provides compatibility with JSON and XML. Additional format
encoders can be easily plugged into the system, since they are implemented as
isolated middleware components. The REST API exposed the service functionalities abroad. It includes operations for registering, listing, searching, retrieving,
updating and deleting VM images metadata and associated files. At registering
time, users can choose in which compatible storage system the image file should
be saved in. The access control component is responsible for controlling user
accounts and sharing of VM images, by leveraging in access permissions. The
tracking module is responsible for tracking operations through the service and
record that information, creating a full history of each VM image life cycle. It
is also intended to generate statistical data, useful for providing a high level
overview of the repository usage. The meta and auth interfaces are APIs for
internal use, towards the VIS communication with VMS and VAS, respectively.
Whenever VIS needs to process some metadata, it calls the meta interface in
order to communicate with VMS. In the same way, whenever it needs to authenticate a request, it uses the auth interface to communicate with VAS. The VIS
server is an event-driven application. Thus it is responsible for tracking I/O operations status and managing resource’s availability in a non-blocking manner.
By avoiding common multi-threading problems [6, 9], event-driven applications
provide I/O concurrency through high performance non-blocking operations.
2.3

Storage Abstraction

Under the server layer is the storage backend abstraction, providing seamless integration with multiple storage systems through independent plugins. On top of
these plugins is a common API, which seamlessly abstracts such storage systems
heterogeneity. VIS interacts with the common API to accomplish image files
management requests, acting as a bridge between storage systems and clients.
Currently, this layer provides compatibility with Amazon S3, Nimbus Cumulus,
Eucalyptus Walrus, Apache HDFS, a read-only HTTP backend and the server

local filesystem. From the initially targeted systems, VISOR yet not supports
the OpenStack Swift. Storage plugins are isolated from the service API, thus it
is easy to extend the service with support for additional storage systems.
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Conclusions

We have presented our work towards a cloud agnostic image server (VIS), which
is the main subsystem of the VISOR service. VISOR has been actively improved
to address the need of having a solid, centralized and generic VM image repository, exposing the service abroad to heterogeneous IaaSs and their underpinning
storage systems. We have relied in highly scalable technologies like event-driven
frameworks in order to achieve high availability and performance. Performance
tests (which will be presented in a future publication) have shown VISOR as a
high performance service. The service is being actively developed as an opensource project, exposing the system to potential contributions. The source code
and further informations about VISOR can be found at the project home page
http://www.cvisor.org.
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